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 Assets that are owned and managed by one utility are shared with other 
utilities.

 FCAPS management of each asset is restricted to the utility that owns the 
equipment.

 Utilities that use another's network asset have no real-time visibility of 
the state of those assets.

 No active alarm lists

 No performance data (BER, Receive Signal Levels, TX Power, etc.).

 This lack of visibility contradicts NERC/CIPv5 reporting requirements:
 Site Isolation

 Duration of circuit inaccessibility

 Alarm correlation to circuits and traffic

 Post analysis of service affecting incidents

Shared Network Assets – The Problem



SRP owns and manages many 
network elements and shares 
two radios with TEP.

SRP provides uWave capacity to TEP

TEP also owns and manages 
many network elements but 

cannot see the radios SRP controls.



SRP has full visibility, TEP has none to those NEs



 SRP establishes a “Trust” with TEP and TEP must accept that “Trust”.

 SRP selects the network elements to share with TEP.

 SRP establishes a dynamically encrypted connection with SGX.

 TEP establishes a dynamically encrypted connection with SGX.

 All details of the network element are sent to SGX (encrypted).

 Specifically excluded is all security based information including the IP 
address, community string, authentication information, etc.

 SGX decrypts the information and re-encrypts for TEP.

 TEP receives the data, decrypts it, and replicates the network element.

 Alarms, PM, Communication status, are transmitted real-time to TEP.

Securely Exchanging Information – The Solution!



SGX Securely Replicates Shared Network Assets

SRP Shared NEs TEP Replicated NEs

Internet

SGX Hosted Service



 TEP can now assign circuits and facilities across those network 
elements.

 TEP can acknowledge any alarms generated by the network elements.

 TEP can view all analog and performance data including historical 
trending and set their own threshold limits.

 TEP now understands the impact on its network should a problem arise 
with the shared network elements. 

 TEP has full historical data to be compliant with all reporting.

 Any action taken by TEP is local to TEP only, there is no impact at SRP:
 Alarms at SRP must be acknowledged by SRP personnel.

 SRP is isolated from TEP should TEP issue any provisioning commands.

 Circuit/Facility assignment at TEP has no impact at SRP.

SGX Provides Complete Visibility



Full Circuit Tracking and PM



Any type of NE can be shared



 SGX Hosting Service allows multiple trusted connections:

 TEP can share network elements back with SRP.

 Other utilities can share network elements with other trusted 
relationships including SRP and TEP.

 Carriers such as CenturyLink can share network elements with the 
utilities to provide better visibility when a utility hands data off to a 
carrier.

 Standalone SGX systems allow utilities to share network asset 
information with other users or agencies with no security exposure.

Unlimited Sharing Capacity



Many Utilities and Carriers share network assets



 Telenium SGX Hosting Service provides utilities with the needed 
visibility of any network elements shared by others.

 Sharing can be bi-directional and multi-directional:

 A utility decides which network elements to share with each trust.

 A utility decides to accept shared network elements from other trusts and 
can choose to stop receiving information about any shared network 
elements.

 A utility can stop sharing a network element and the recipient of that 
shared information will automatically lose all visibility.

 SGX improves utility response times to address service impacting 
incidents.

 Utilities can cooperate much more effectively to quickly resolve issues.

 As technicians work an issue, both utilities can see the impact.

 Sharing devices such as RTUs and environmental may improve security.

Summary


